CLASS OF 2004
Edward “Scrappy” Farrell- Class of 1933
Robert Mushrush- Coach, Class of 1937
Larry Miller- Class of 1964
Matt Gerhard- Class of 1984
Deborah Linton- Class of 1984
Pat Kelly- Class of 1985

CLASS OF 2005
Raymond Stengel- Class of 1942
Kenneth Hassler- Class of 1946
Michael Bundra- Class of 1958
Michael Rieker- Class of 1973
Donna Kennedy- Class of 1979
Jonathan Linton- Class of 1993

CLASS OF 2006
Sanford Secor- Coach
Donald “Spike” Oswald- Class of 1928
Andrew Dulik- Class of 1950
Rick Gemmel- Class of 1971
Stacey Paukovitz- Class of 1988
Tim Superka- Class of 1997

CLASS OF 2007
Donald Young- Class of 1947
Tom Superka- Class of 1966
1987-88 Girls Basketball Team- PIAA “AA” State Champions
Edward Csencsits- Coach

CLASS OF 2008
Francis “Dick” Sheckler- Faculty Manager of Athletics
William Kennedy- Class of 1946, Coach, Athletic Director
David “Kelly” MacLaughlin- Class of 1948
Bruce Snyder- Class of 1969
Willis Strein- Coach
Chris Gerhard- Class of 1982
Kyle Rusnock- Class of 1992
CLASS OF 2009
Champ Storch- Class of 1947
Robert Smith- Class of 1971
Barry Kennedy- Class of 1977
1997 Baseball Team- PIAA “AA” State Champions

CLASS OF 2010
Richard MacLaughlin- Class of 1950
Donald Leggett- Class of 1952
Jeffrey Wukitch- Class of 1993
Tara Gemmel- Class of 2001
Phyllis Derksen- Coach

CLASS OF 2011
Robert Deibert- Class of 1942
David Strein- Class of 1974
Donna Krouse- Class of 1983
Kevin Yarko- Class of 1999

CLASS OF 2012
Andrew Skvoretz, Sr.- Class of 1942
James Murtaugh- Class of 1962
Leroy Bolmer- Coach
Jerome Maitatico- Class of 1996

CLASS OF 2014
Edward Hartranft- Class of 1959
Catasauqua High School Sports Hall of Fame Scholarship Recipients

2017  
Female – Jacquelyn Garner  
Male – Colin Hawk

2016  
Female – Olivia Schofer  
Male – Cristian Burker

2014  
Female – Janae Matos  
Male – Jacob Rusnock

2013  
Female – Paige Kogelman  
Male – Zac Edwards

2012  
Female – Danielle Fatzinger  
Male – Jacob Bloszinsky

2011  
Female – Amanda Strohl  
Male – Jeffrey Gallagher

2010  
Female – Angela Rigopoulos  
Male – Jaryth Bollinger

2009  
Female – Victoria Lacey  
Male – Devin Malarchik

2008  
Female – Amanda Gerhard  
Male – Kyle Miller

2007  
Female – Jessica Huber  
Male – Matthew Kalman

2006  
Female – Nellie Gotebeski  
Male – Ryan McGinnis

2005  
Female – Jessica Schwartz  
Male – Dominic Rucci